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part one:
A. rules of the game:
1. It helped her win chess games \ it helped her deal with her mother\ get what she wanted from
her mother

2. 2 she wanted them to have better lives

3. Waverly became a very successful chess player, both locally and nationaly. it was a way for her
to express her talent and intelligence. she is no longer dependent on her mothers approval she
competed against older and more experienced players a d wo . She did ’t appreciate the fact that
her mother watched over her as she practiced at home, nor did she accept her mother's advice not
to lose so many pawns despite the fact it is meaning less for the final outcome. Their relationship
became more tense and stressed till the final conflict in the market where her mother went with
Meimei in order to boast about her daughters achievements. Meimei was embarrassed and
confronted her mother about showing off. She became more co fide t a d did ’t hesitate
to confront her mother due to her growing success in chess.

4. Thinking skill I chose: Inferring
The story "Rules of the game" end with Warerly alone in her room, pondering her next move.
I assume that Warerly , at this point, fells alienated and distant from her mother. I read between
the lines that Warerly is torn between her being an American girl with Western values versus
her mother's beliefs, attitude and values which are Chinese and contradict Warerlys.

part two:
c. All my sons:
9. 2 give Steve a job

. 4 he did ’t wa t to lose ar y co tract

11. Larry, the Kellers missing son, influences the other characters greatly. Kate the worrying mother
is completely haunted by his absence. she interprets everything that happens as if Larry is still alive.
Omen the apple tree which was planted in Larrys memory and broke down during the storm. She
became superstitions asking Frank to make a horoscope, in order to find out whether Larry went
missing on his favorable day. Finally disapproving of Chris and Anns relationship because she still
considers her as Larrys girl. in her view, Larry is coming back therefore their union is unacceptable.
Kate refuses to believe Larry is dead since it may force her to admit her husband guilt.

12. Before Chris left at the end of act 2, it was obviece that as an idealist, he expected his father to turn
himself in. However, when he returned in act 3, this was a turning point for him since hes now had a
more realistic, practical point of view. He no longer seeked his parents approval for his relationship
with Ann, he decided to quit the plant, move out and start a new life with Ann far away from home
having his past behind.

13. Comparing and contrasting
On the one hand , the Baylis, Jim and Sue achieve the American dream. Jim works as a doctor, despite
the fact that he wants to do research. his wife has a more materialistic approach, and she pushes her
husband to make more money, even at the expense of fulfilling his dreams. Jim seems to be a dissatisfied
man in his family life. on the other hand, Frank and Lydia are less sophisticated then the previous

couple, but they seem to be happier. They have 3 children they own a house, and they have achieved
all that before th age of 30. Frank is a spirited man while Jim and Sue are more cynical. Frank and Lydia
started a family instead of joining the war.

part 3:
19. As I grew older:
Hugnes was a proud man. He emphasized the beauty and pride of being an African American.
In the poem "As I grew older" it is clear that th speaker encounters many obstacles, in the form of a
wall which rises high and separates him from his goals and dreams. The wall is no other then the
racism, prejudice and stereotype of the white society towards the African American. It is only later on,
as the speaker matures and become active, possess a more optimistic point of view and beginto
struggle, shatter the wall, and fight to realize his dream. As in the information above which states that
black is beautiful, the speaker looks at his black hands and he is proud now of his black hands
and heritage.

